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TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD 
Harper Lee (1926-2016) 
Grade Level: 8th or 9th grade 
373 pages 
ISBN:  0-446-31078-6 
Recommended hours: 8 hours of reading for the students / 20 hours of discussion 

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE 

Depending on their age and skill, most students can read twenty to twenty-five pages in 
20-30 minutes. We have included assignments and questions for each reading 
assignment in the chronological order of the chapters. The questions are not meant to be 
comprehension questions, and students should not be quizzed or tested on them. 
Students should not read the questions prior to or during their reading. They are 
discussion questions to aid the teacher as she guides the students deeper into the world 
that Lee has recreated. Even questions about geography and historical details are meant 
to build the specific scaffolding upon which the events hang. Some questions will lead 
them back to earlier considerations, while others will anticipate a fuller treatment of 
repeated details or references.  

Both the narrator and Atticus possess a dry sense of humor that may be lost on the 
students. We encourage teachers to read sections or chapters aloud to help the students 
hear the humor and the story-telling feel of the narration 

Teachers need not lead a discussion after every chapter or even after each assignment as 
we have divided them here. After discussion of the first two chapters, it may be more 
effective for the students to read larger chunks of the text before the teacher holds a 
discussion. This may provide greater momentum and engagement. 

Students will need training on how to effectively mark up their books as they read. 
They will also need to keep an index of the characters. Finally, the teacher should 
encourage her students to make a map of the neighborhood, adding to it as they get 
more details in subsequent chapters. (Please see the Cana Academy Guide Teaching 
Fiction from the Inside Out for a more detailed explanation of this approach.) 
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SAMPLE DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

Chapters 1 and 2 
(26 pages; students read Chapter 1 independently; teacher reads Chapter 2 aloud) 
1 - 1 ½ hours discussion 

To Kill a Mockingbird is divided into two parts and begins with a quotation from Charles 
Lamb: “Lawyers, I suppose, were children once.” No discussion is needed of either the 
division or the epigraph until later in the story, but students should note the epigraph 
and keep track of the events of each part for later consideration. 

1. Who is the narrator? How can we tell when the narrator is speaking as an adult and 
when she is giving voice to her thoughts and feelings as a child? 

2. To whom does the narrator introduce us in the first two chapters? Let’s make a note 
of them. 

3. With what event does the narrator open? When did the background to that event 
start? What are the answers provided by Jem, Scout, and Atticus? 

4. What information does the narrator provide about the Finch family? 

5. Describe the town. Describe Scout and Jem’s neighborhood, including the location 
and description of each residence. Can we tell what year it is? Have students keep 
track of these details as they are added over the course of the story. 

6. The narrator begins the story of this book on page seven. With what does she start? 
How old were Jem and Scout? 

7. Describe Dill and the details of his life revealed thus far. 

8. What happened to Arthur Radley? 

9. Describe Mr. Radley, Arthur’s father. 

10. Why does Miss Caroline’s story fall flat? (21-22) 

11. What do we learn about the poor of Maycomb county? 

The full guide Leading a Seminar on To Kill a Mockingbird is 28 pages and is available as a 
PDF in our shop for $10. Click here to visit the product page. 
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